
Guidelines for Night Patrol in IITM  
(Prepared by Prakriti, Wildlife Club, IITM,  prakriti@iitm.ac.in) 

 
1. Get permission from the Chief Security Officer with the list of students who will be doing the patrol. 

 

2. For the safety of students they should be in groups of 3 or 4 at least. Bigger groups may disturb the 

deer and blackbuck unnecessarily. Deer/Blackbuck get some peaceful time to graze only at night. 

 

3. Keep small stones, a strong stick and a torch with each group/group members 

 

4. Chase the dogs only when you see them attacking or when trying to chase deer. Mostly it takes more 

than one dog to bring down a deer/blackbuck. Also do not chase dogs which are not involved in hunting  

Chase the dogs in a such a way that deer is not getting injured or alarmed and start panicking and running  

 

5. Do not make too much noise, especially in groups when there are no dogs/attacks observed (otherwise 

this will also disturb the deer).  

 

6. The attacks could happen in dark areas, inside fences etc. Look around to see whether deer/blackbuck 

is inside a fenced area with gates closed. If so keep the gates open without disturbing or panicking the 

animal. Deer/blackbuck inside the fences can panic when they see humans/dogs etc. and can kill 

themselves by hitting against the wire mesh. Please keep this information as Important. 

 

7. Attacks are usually more between 11 pm and 5.30am. Go around in cycles rather than walking. When 

you see dogs stocking the deer, get down and throw small stones/sticks and distract them. Chase them 

really far away, otherwise they will pursue after you leave the spot. Also Keep going back to such spots 

at regular intervals and ensure no dogs are hanging around. Most important is dispersing the pack of 

dogs. Keep the stick for your safety. If the dog starts to bark and chase  you, do not run or panic. Try to 

chase with stick (should be strong) and be brave. 

 

8. Do not involve students/people who are scared of dogs. 

 

9. Do not meander far away from the road on foot. Keep your safety in mind first. 

 

10. Please keep a watch on humans also. Do not get into arguments with any body. 

If you see anybody doubtful, call the security control room (2257 8280) (8280,PABX) immediately and 

explain. In emergency also call the security. If you see a deer/blackbuck/monkey wounded and lying 

down, or needing medical attention, call 9444289172/9444802401 or security duty room. 

 

11. Do not harm or chase any wild animal that you may come across (including Jackal) 


